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Both as a professional courtesy and in recognition of contemporary needs of
authors/researchers/information providers and users in a globally connected information cybersystem,
copyright transfer is limited to the extent that the author( s) or the author's employer (if applicable):
a) retain PROPRIETARY RIGHTS, other than copyright, such as patent rights in any procedure,
process, or means of manufacture depicted in the contribution;
b) retain ORAL PRESENTATION RIGHTS;
c) retain PREPRINT DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS, including posting as electronic files on the
author/contributor's own Web site for personal or professional use, or on the author/contributor's
internal university/corporate intranet or network, or other external Web site at the
author/contributor's university or institution, but!!Q!; for either commercial (for profit) or systematic
third party sales or dissemination, by which is meant any interlibrary loan or document delivery
systems. The author/contributor may update the preprint with the final version of the article after
review and revision by the journal's editor(s) and/or editorial/peer-review board;
d) retain PHOTOCOPYING, ONLINE TRANSMITTAL OR DOWNLOADING RIGHTS to any
colleagues for the advancementof scientific research (with the exception of systematic distribution
as described in section c);
e) retain REPUBLICATION RIGHTS in any book written or edited by the author/contributor
himself or herself, in any edited work for which the author/contributor is the sole editor or
senior editor, or teaching coursepak [coursepack] prepared or written by the
author/contributor.
For any of these uses, no further permission is necessaryin writing from The Haworth Press, Inc., nor
will the Press require fees of any kind for the reprinting. However, we do require that the following
conditions be met when re-using the material:
1) Include a standard copyright line: copyright date, publisher's name, city and state,journal
and article title, volume, issue, and page number(s);
2) Include the following information: Article copies available from The Haworth Document
Delivery Service: 1-800-HA WORTH. E-mail address: docdelivery@haworthpress.com;
3) In no event may more that 25% of any singly authored book be re-used without written
permISSIon.
If reprinted electronically, include a hyperlink/hot link to The Haworth Press, Inc., home
page. Our URL is httQ://www.HaworthPress.com;
5) If reprinted electronically, there must be no charge for viewing the article.
This statement is intended to provide full description for the limitation of copyright transferred
to The Haworth Press, Inc., and to set forth the support by the Publisher for dissemination in a
modem Internet and cyber-connected society.
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